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Abstract:

An attempt is made to explain the attitudes of

Manchester University to the teaching of computer design.
The course at Manchester contains a considerable amount of
computer engineering, and covers in detail the electronics etc.
of logic elements and the different types of store.

With this

background, teaching can be taken from the engineering design
level to the features visible to the user.
Through all the design teaching, great stress is placed on
relating the effect of the various developments in computer
engineering and design on the systems programmer and other users
of the complete computer system.

1.

Historical Survey of Computing at Manchester University
In order to give a general impression of the Manchester

Computing Science Department, a brief history of its development
will be useful.
The work on computing started in 1948 under the direction of
Professors Williams and Kilburn.

This resulted in a prototype

machine in 1949, which was developed commercially by Ferranti (1951).
Work then continued with MEG, the first British computer to have
floating point facilities, which led to the Ferranti MERCURY in the
mid-fifties.

The cooperation with industry continued and resulted

in the building of ATLAS in 1962.

This theme of designing and

building computers and their software, followed by their commercial
exploitation, has influenced both the research and teaChing activities
of the department.
3.

By the mid sixties computing science at Manchester has grown
away sufficiently from its parent, Electrical Engineering, and
became an independent department in 1964.

The first undergraduate

intake was in 1965.
2.

Current Situation and Future Trends
Present
Academic

Projected

27

35

33

71

Undergraduate

170

240

Post-graduate

33

50-60

500

1000-1500

Staff
{ Other (technicians etc.)

Students

{ External to Department

The above table gives approximate figures for the different
categories of staff and students at the present time (1971), and
as anticipated for the period 1972-77.

Considerable benefit is

obtained for the department from the extensive cooperation with
industry, which makes possible a type of research that could not
otherwise have .been undertaken in a purely academic environment.
In the area of postgraduate study the intention is to increase
the number of students taking an M.Sc. degree;

a decrease is

expected in the proportion continuing to Ph.D.
Short courses on computer appreciation, design and programming
are given for students throughout the University.
The courses given in the department have developed considerably
over the years, and have confirmed the opinion that to teach
Computing Science {which at Manchester means computer design} it is
essential to integrate the hardware and software aspects of the
subject, emphasising their close relationship throughout the degree
course.

4.

3.

Outline of the Und e rgraduate Syllabus
The entrance r equirements for undergraduates are A-level

Mathematics and Phys ics.

Because of the d emand for plac es it

has be en possible to maintain a uni f ormly high standard of
student intake and it is felt that this situation will continue
even after the proj ec ted expansion.
Ref erring to figure 1, the discussion h ere will be concerned
mainly with th e two l eft-most columns:

the remainder of the

timetable is devot ed to the programming and ma themati cal sections
of the course.

As can be seen, there is a large amount of

laboratory work in each of the three years, r eflecting the view
that the subject is practical in nature.
y ears no option s are permitted;

For t h e fir st two

the intention i s t hat even if

a student chooses, in his third year, to specialize in s oftware
(a s

t

do) h e will hav e obtained sufficient knowl edg e of hardware

to enable him to communicate with computer engineers.

In thi s

r espect it i s hoped that the students will b e able to listen to,
and understand, specialist arguments from e ither s ide of t he
hardware-software divide.

In their third ye ar all students take

the courses on Computer Sys tem Engineering and Comput ing Techniqu es
and Operating Systems, which are packed into the first six weeks.
Th ese are designed to h e lp the student select three optional
subjects whi ch are studied for the rest of the year .

In addition,

all s tudents must complete a large project requiring roughly 250
hours of labo ratory work.
At t hi s point it i s appropriat e to ment ion the various outlets
t hat graduates have found on leaving the Univ er s i ty .

Most work on

software, the majori ty going to manufac ture rs, but some to software
hou ses or u ser environments.

Many have said that their University

training ha s been of considerab l e advant age to them , and this is
borne out by their progress in thes e establi shments .

5.

4.

Computer System Design Courses
The first year course on this subject, Computer System logical

Design, is given in two sections, the first by Professor Kilburn, the
second by Professor Sumner.

The topics covered by Professor Kilburn

range from simple circuit analysis to diode and transistor logic.
Students are quickly introduced to logic and the implementation of
logical elements so that they realize that computer design is not
merely a matter of writing down a logic diagram.

Construction of a

simple adder and adder-subtractor leads on to a detailed study of the
design of a small machine, the machine in question being the original
Manchester computer.

This can be completely described in the space

of a few lectures, which could not be done for mor e modern small
machines, e.g. the PDP-8 or Modular-1.

It is also possible to stress

the timing controls involved in this computer's operation, with the
intention of instilling an appreciation of the importance of timing
considerations in general.

Throughout all courses an attempt is

made to indicate historical developments and to show how innovations
arise from the efforts required to s olve particular problems.
The second part of the course begins with the study of different
number representations and continues with a review of the techniques
of parallel arithmetic and floating-point arithmetic.

These topics

are illustrated by the consideration of arithmetic units built by the
department.

The policy of describing examples of work done in the

department is regarded as beneficial, since some of the enthusiasm of
those involved is conveyed to the stUdents.

Six lectures are spent

in discussing formal logical design, again from a practical viewpoint,
so as to provide sufficient background for a small design experiment
in the second year.
On reaching the third year the students are already familiar with
the basic building blocks, such as different types of memory and
peripherals, and are aware of software techniques such as compiler
organisation.

The final year design course covers the problems

which arise in the design of large· computer systems.

6.

A recurring

theme is the problem of the transfer of information within a system:
this is analagous to the problems of energy transfer which occur in
the physical sciences.

The following systems are referred to as

•

illustrations of how various design problems have been solved:-

•

1.

ATLAS system

2.

MU5 r esearch machine at Manchester

3.

MULTICS system on the GE645 (especially virtual memory)

4.

IBM 360/67 (mainly for the paging aspect s)

5.

IBM 360/85, 360/195 (techniqu es for maximising throughput)

6.

CDC 6600, 7600 and STAR (problems of data transfer)
Once again, the Manchester ma.chines are described because of

the intimate knowledge held by the department, as opposed to the
second-hand information available about the other commercial systems.
5.

Electronic Engineering Course s
The basic components of the undergraduate computer science

course given at Manchester are the following : 1.

Study of computer applications.

2.

The basic principles of system so ftware which enable the computer
to be used efficiently.

3.

The engineering of the hardware which enables the best use of
currently available technology in a system.

4.

Study of the combination of hardware and software.
The courses described here are concerned mainly with aspects 3

and 4 above.

Care is taken to impress on the student that other

technologies than electronic may in future be available, but
naturally current teaching must include a thorough treatment of
electronic engine e ring in order to illustrate the practical design
of pre sent-day systems.

The intention is to foster an attitude

such that the student is able to cope with problem s presented by
experts, to understand the constraints impo sed by technologie s , and
to evaluate specialist arguments.

7.

In the first year the main aim is to ensure that the basic
elements of electric] ty, magnetism and electronics are known by
t h e undergraduates.

The following topics are covered:Resistance
Networks
Fields
A.C. Theory
Semiconductors
Transistors

Cathode ray tube
Simple machine s
Emphasis is placed on applications to, for example, core storage
The corresponding

devices and D.C. motors as used in tape drives.

first year laboratory course consists of a series of formal
experiments occupying two afternoons per week.

These experiments

are designed to demonstrate:(a)

Device characteristics - magnetic cores and transistors.

(b)

Simple circuit characteristics - response to transients
in R-C, R-L circuits.

(c)

Common circuit configu rations - diode gates, amplifi er
circuits including chaining limitations.

(d)

Simple logical design - binary counter, serial arithmetic
u sing TTL

(e)

~lements .

Measuring equipment - use of oscilloscopes and met ers.

In the second year the course on memory systems and logic
circuits breaks down as follows:Memory system costs and performance.
Surface recording.
MEMORIES

Core memo r ies.

Metal oxide silicon mem ory.
T.T.L. circuit fami ly .
Arithmetic
LOG IC

Control
Int erconn ections

8.

Details of the engineering compromises ne eded for the practical
design of c ore memories, drums, di sks and tapes are given.

The

discussion of logi c circuits includes comment on practical probl ems

•

•

such as cabling costs and eff icient layout, and not merely t h e
minimization of th e logic elements .
The electronic circuit engineering course, given in paral l el
with the above, also consists of two parts:-

The tran s istor
Design of a linear amplifier

LINEAR

Negat ive feedback
Semiconductor Physics
Charge control concept
Waveform shaping

DIGITAL

Two state circuits
Timing circuits

The laboratory course for the second year involves the se lec ti on
of either a set of formal experiments or a design project.

The

formal experiments are grouped into the following three categorie s:(a)

Complex circuit concepts - negative feedback and timing
circuits.

(b)

Dynami c component characteristics - heat effects on semiconductors, frequency response.

(c)

Demonstration systems - c ore and drum store , A-D converte r .

The design proje cts available illustrate e ither logical or ci rcuit
design, and include a small computer control, variable radix counter ,
variable width puls e generators and a differential amplifier.

Th i s

course provides an opportunity for the study in detail of selected
aspects of component behaviour, for instance heat effects, variation
of drive currents and various tolerances.

9.

The compulsory computer sy stem engineeri ng course in the
final year, which runs concurrently with th e system programming
course, discusses in genera l terms the probl ems which arise in
the planning and development of large computing systems.
Individual topics discussed are:-

the specification of the

machine ' s performance from initial discussions, cost-performance

tradeoffs, reliability considerations, choice of control organisation (synchronous, asynchronous, mic roprogrammed), communication
betwe en groups and means of documentation, use of simulation
techniques and the maximization of hardware efficien cy.
There are two opti onal third year cours e s on computer
engineering.

The hybrid computers and control systems course

deals with the hardware and software of hybrid devices s uch as
analog-digital converters , and their a pplications, for example,
th e design of a simpl e fl i ght simul ator.

The characteristics

and design of linear feedbac k systems are d es cribed, and an
intro duction gi ven to data transmission - communication channels,
modul ation, filters, features of practical systems.

The course

on advanced el ectronics covers the following subjects:Int egrated circuit technology
High speed logic circuits
Metal oxide silicon devices
Transmi ss ion lines

Magneti c logic
Advanced memory techniques - Plated wire and integrates circuit
memori es

Graphical and visual displays
In k eeping with the emphasis placed on the practical nature of this
degree course , the final year l aboratory work consists of four hours
per week spent on a substantia l project.

The design of a small

computer system (based on a cut-down MU5 order code), construction
of a highway control system to be linked with a PDP-8, and the
investigation of a plated wire st ore are typical recent third year
projects.

Currently a printed c ircuit facility is provided by the

department, enabling student designed systems to be made up by
technicians.

Future thi rd year projects may assist in automation

of this facility with a software controlled draughting device.

10.

6.

Overview
Throughout th e s tudent's stay in the department, the approach

adopted towards hi s education is essentially that of a masterapprentice training.

•

The methods by which present-day computing

systems have been designed and built are explained, and the extent
of their success, and their short- commings are discussed.

The

"Black Box" approach is carefully avoided, and with referen ce to
Professor Whee l er ' s l e cture, details of the type d escr ib ed there
are given due att ention.

In the same vein, the prov ision of

parity checking to give one bit error det ection for core storage
is desc ribed, to show that increased rel i abi lity c an only be
bought at the expens e of extra hardware.

Students should develop

an engineering att i tude to the problem of achieving a balance
between co s t, r e liability and speed.

They are taught to appreciate

the differences and simi lariti es between hardware and software, and
to decide when one technique should be u sed in preference to the
other.

An example of this is the use of software for page replace-

ment algorithm s whil e s uch algorithms are being evaluated, and then,
when a correct choice of method can be made, its implementat ion as
hardware.

The point is made that information is r equired befor e

decisions can be taken, and that obtaining such i nformation can be
costly, both financially and in time.

Thus there is a n eed for

making the best decisi on in the time available, as i s demonstrat ed
by consideration of the transfer of information between hie rarchi es
of storage.

When a page must be returned from core memory to a

drum, there is t ime to indulge in a compl ex programmed al gorithm
to select the page to be removed, but if information is to be
removed from an associative memory, the algorithm to do this must
be hardware implemented, fast and simple.

At Manchester, a "hit

rate" of 96% on a 24 word associative memory was upgraded to 98%
by provision of a h ardware removal a lgorithm;

at the same cost a

32 word associative memory could be built with a 99.5% hit rate,
showing that the c ruder t e chnique can sometimes provide the best
solution.

(

11.

The effect that user and system programmers can have on a
comput er's performance is considered;

example here.

control transfers give an

The production of very compact code often results

in a high proportion of cont rol transfers, and in any case,
branching instructions tend to occur at a rate of about one in
five.

At the hardware level, the problems raised by prefetching

techniques at a branch, and the extent to which they have been
solved i s discussed.

This leads on to a c onsideration of the

interaction which attempted solutions to these problems have on
system software ,

e.g. paths which are most probable should be

fa stest, otherwise the s p eed provided by expensive electronics
can b e lo st.
Although t h e larger machines are di scu ssed extensively in the
undergraduate courses, they do not in themselves constitute the
only int erest of the department.

They are included because it

is natura l to consider problems su ch as the provision of large
virtual address spaces, in the context in which they first arose,
that is, the big machines.

Of greater importance, however, is the

consideration of matching a machine to it s requirements, which h as
not been g iven sufficient attention in the past by computer designers
(who were not usually computer scientists).
In the treatment of computing systems by the use of mathematical
models, too great an emphas is has been placed on the mathematical
analysi s, wher eas a thorough assessment of the basic assumptions on
which these models depend would b e mor e sc i ent i fically rewarding.
It i s necessary to stress the need for a more scientif i c approach,
involving rationa l observation and measurement of t he systems that
have already been designed.
7.

Di sc u ss ion
Following the representation of sec tion 4, a brief discussion was

held.

Prof ess or Page

commented t hat much of the teaching related to

larg e, expensive machines.

Profe ss or Sumner explained that this was

12.

becaus e the problems in which he was interested only oc curred
in the larger machines.

Professor Seitz suggested that these

problems were caused by the big machines and that a lthough they
wer e int ell ectually challenging, they we re not necessarily worthwhil e .

Prof e ss or Sumner felt that problem s in smal l machines

wer e due to economi c constraints , but in large machines the
constraints were of a physical nature and h en ce more interesting.
Profes s or Wheeler added that today's large mach i nes were the small
machines of the future .

Professor Se itz expressed his concern

that graduates might be biased towards the design of more b ig, bad
machin es , to which Professor Sumne r repli ed t hat h e hoped they
would build better one s.

The r emainder of the discussion t ook

plac e after t h e presentation of Section 6, wh en the subject of
big machines was again by Professor Horning , who agreed that
interesting problems first arose with larg e c omput ers , and
wondered if any attempt was made to conv ey the idea of a co rrect
siz e for a machine.

Professor Sumner hoped t hat thi s emerged

from the teaching at Manchester, and point ed out that f eatures
onc e restricted to big machine s are now permeating down to the
smaller models.

Prof ess or Michaelson surmised that manufactuers'

efforts were concentrated on the ari t hmeti c unit rath er than on
control sequencing be caus e the former was e asi e r, with whi ch the
speaker agreed, add ing that the arithmetic unit is self-contained
and that i ts speed is a marketable feature.
The suitability of the design of Burroughs machines a s a subject
f or study was raised by Professor Suchard, and Professor Sumne r
commented that this was difficult b ecause of t h e lack of information
available, but this was countered by Professor Barton, who stated
that the detai led information on the organ isation of Burroughs
machines, including a great deal on storage management, would so on
be published.

He also reported that

~

had discovered t hat

compa ct c ode , and not ease of compil i ng , wa s the main design aim of
the Burroughs machine s.

Their lack of ind ex registers had been

initially critiCised, but a subsequent compar ison of the B5500 with
the IBM 7090 favoured the B5500.

Professor Randell re called that

13.

it was originally believed that the KDF9 would considerably
outperform the B5000

(both machines having an equivalent

memory cycle time), and from a limit consideration of inner
loops of coding this may have been true.

However, a more

appropriate viewpoint reverses this opinion.

Our ideas as

to t he correct viewpoint to take are continually changing.
In reply to Professor Seitz, who enquir ed about the eventual
employment of the graduat ed students, Professor Sumner stated
that the majority work in the software field, some go into the
electronics industries (for instance the GPO).

Of those who

take up a career in software, most find employment with computer
manufacturers, and this mainly involves system programming.
As to their success, though only short-term information is as yet
available, they do appear to progress somewhat faster than average.
The need to justify the narrow range of both the subjects required
for admission to the course and the topics covered by the course,
in particular the emphasis on electronic details, was pointed out
by Professor Page.

The speaker thought that, although an absolute

justification could not be given, the course did provide very
adequate training for the student in later lift in the computing
industry .

He felt that the knowledge of hardware acquired was

very beneficial , despite the fact that most students eventually
specialise in software.

The mathematical section of th e course,

which has not been described here, provides the basic mathematical
tools in, for example, statistics.

Even so, computer manufacturers,

indicate that they would prefer less abstract training in favour of
more business data processing.

14 .
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